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Rediscover the city with unu
A quick visit to the nearby lake after work, going to your favorite café with friends, or
the latest exhibition by an artists' collective – cities have always offered a great deal of
potential to be experienced. Metropolises like Paris, Berlin, New York or Shanghai are
regarded as the cradle of culture and innovation. But in the midst of overcrowded
megacities, it is becoming increasingly difficult to experience these advantages quickly,
easily and cheaply. Poor mobility solutions and urban infrastructures are reaching their
limits. That’s why light drivables, rather than electric cars, are the solution for more
relaxed driving. The Berlin e-mobility startup unu wants to give people full access to all
the possibilities the city has to offer, and enable them to enjoy the great potential of
urban life. Their mission: to create perfect mobility solutions that are fast, affordable,
clean and always available everywhere. The unu Scooter Classic and the unu Scooter
with their portable batteries are just the first step.

E-Scooter Development: From the Idea to the Successful e-Mobility
Player
School friends Elias Atahi and Pascal Blum had the idea to found unu during a study
visit to Asia. They were fascinated by the many possibilities of cities, but at the same
time they noticed people's limitations in terms of mobility. They decided to close this
gap and founded unu, the startup for urban mobility, with Mathieu Caudal, who had
previously worked for Volvo and MAN. Within ten months they were able to put their
first product generation on the road: the unu Scooter Classic – an affordable and TÜVcertified electric scooter, with a range of up to 100 km with two portable batteries.
"We didn't think much about worries and concerns. As soon as our concern had been
consolidated, we got started and visited our first suppliers in Asia. In retrospect, I think
that this mentality was also decisive: optimism, untiring drive and a pinch of
cheerfulness," says Elias Atahi (co-founder and CXO unu). There are already 160 million
electric scooters on the road in Asia and the German market also has lots of potential:
The market for electric scooters grew by 51 percent in 2018, while sales of
conventional scooters fell by 40 percent. With over 10,000 electrically powered
scooters, unu is the market leader for sold electric scooters in Germany today. In 2016,
Forbes selected the unu founders among the 30 most promising young entrepreneurs
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in Europe. In 2019, the company launches its second product generation: an electric,
networked electric scooter.

Human Focus: e-Mobility as Simple, Affordable and Aesthetic
The unu Scooter is a smart electric scooter with a portable battery that can be charged
at any power outlet. The mobility company is fundamentally breaking with previous
sales models: Similar to Tesla, unu Scooters are sold via the internet, cutting out the
middleman. In addition, so-called "unu Pioneers" act as brand ambassadors, with
whom interested parties can arrange free test rides. The unu Scooters are configured
online and delivered directly to the front door. Even after purchase, the unu Scooter
remains cost-saving in use with charging costs of approximately 0,80€/100 km. The
result of the focus on user-experience and accessibility is reflected in the user base:
"We have managed to address a new target audience that starts directly with electric
driving. 80 percent did not have a scooter before unu. Not only do these users play an
important role in transforming the current market from diesel to electric, they are part
of a whole new market of their own, a movement," says Pascal Blum (co-founder and
CEO unu).

Future Urban Mobility: Expansion and Innovation for More Flexibility
Since 2016, unu has been successfully expanding abroad. France and the Netherlands
are two of the most important European markets. The young company hopes that the
internationalization will lead to further growth and the consolidation of expansion
processes in order to solve urban mobility on a global scale. “We’ve made electric
mobility accessible to the masses with the unu Scooter Classic. With our new
e-scooter, we are launching the second generation of the networked electric vehicle on
the market, which can be used for mobility services,” explains Mathieu Caudal
(co-founder and COO unu). The three founders are already working on future products
and their vision of an electric, networked and autonomous vehicle. In 2019, the young
company will enter the international sharing market via the unu Scooter.

Facts and Figures
Website: http://www.unumotors.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/unumotors
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/unu
Twitter: https://twitter.com/unumotors
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbvJ2Mc5SjJShXyTUUYNpBA
Twitter: https://twitter.com/unumotors?lang=de
Founding: 2013
Employees: 130 employees from over 20 different nationalities (as of May 2019)
Company address: unu GmbH | Tempelhofer Ufer 17 | 10963 Berlin
Management: Pascal Blum, Elias Atahi, Mathieu Caudal
unu GmbH
Tempelhofer Ufer 17
10963 Berlin
Deutschland
unumotors.com
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